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00:36:53 Cheryl Langdon-Orr: Yeah Finally got into Zoom :-) 

01:36:46 Sebastien Bachollet: Reco 9.1 Not implemented and partially effective 

02:51:16 negar.farzinnia: Hi KC — Is that a new hand? 

02:53:56 Cheryl Langdon-Orr: Your next KC 

03:49:28 Cheryl Langdon-Orr: Excellent  thanks  Jennifer 

03:50:31 Cheryl Langdon-Orr: Ohh I have read this one I thought it to be new material  

… Sorry  

04:07:13 Cheryl Langdon-Orr: we are working on the audio dropp 

04:07:16 Cheryl Langdon-Orr:  Apologies 

04:07:32 jaap: We are silent in the process :-) 

04:07:36 Avri Doria: thanks 

04:11:05 Avri Doria: do not remember it being discussed 

04:11:43 Maarten Botterman: Thx 

04:19:04 Avri Doria: enjoy! 

05:58:42 Jennifer Bryce: The Montreal engagement sessions are posted to the 

team’s wiki here: https://community.icann.org/x/spMCBw 

06:32:58 Pat Kane (VRSN): yes, yes, yes 

06:46:44 larisa.gurnick: Re: forecasting of public comments - would this be 

useful to you - https://www.icann.org/resources/pages/upcoming-2012-02-25-en 

07:07:11 Sebastien Bachollet: Thanks @Larissa very useful 

07:23:53 Jacques Blanc (ProDomaines): Gooood morning Singapore !  

07:24:20 Cheryl Langdon-Orr: Hi Jacques 

07:25:30 Vanda Scartezini: good afternoon dear ! quite interesting discussion on 

innovation on our model of suggestions x strong suggestions and recommendations 

07:26:47 Jacques Blanc (ProDomaines): Hi Vanda ; yes, guess that is a new 

distinction for the ATRT teams.. 



07:29:22 Vanda Scartezini: i have defended it initially for GAC as a more diplomatic 

way to engage them on execute their own priorities and   no be pushed and be a little in bad 

mood for being obliged to do something others decided by them 

07:30:55 Vanda Scartezini: but totally agreed with Bernie explanation of the 

innovation. 

07:33:01 Jacques Blanc (ProDomaines): and as we know, Governements 

representatives are hard to push in a non-desired direction,... So yes, a more gentle way to 

suggest a direction might work better. I agree with you there, as I DO agree with rules being 

paramount if you wish an audit to be operational.  

08:15:19 Jacques Blanc (ProDomaines): Nope 

08:15:32 Jacques Blanc (ProDomaines): blessfuklkly hgappy here  :-) 

08:15:39 Jacques Blanc (ProDomaines): blessfully 

08:28:13 Jacques Blanc (ProDomaines): VERY good question 

08:28:22 Jacques Blanc (ProDomaines): Concur here  

08:33:44 Avri Doria: was great pleasure listening to y’all over the last 3 nights. As a 

survivor of ATRT2 I am impressed. Safe travels home. 

08:36:00 Sebastien Bachollet: Thanks Avri 

08:36:01 Maarten Botterman: Impressed by your stamina and ongoing sharpness 


